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Saturday, April 25, 2020 06:18 see photo Tribunnews.com Fasting Illustration immediately Mandi Junub Dilansir of NU Online wet dreams during the day of Ramadan do not break the fast. In his explanation, one can continue fasting even after having experienced wet dreams. But on the condition that
after a wet sleep you can immediately bathe junub and continue fasting to Maghreb. In his book Al-Hawi Al-Kabir, a clergyman of the Syafi'i al-Mawardi sect claims, scholars agreed that wet dreams during the day do not break fasting. In addition to quoting a hadith of the Prophet Muhammad, a large cleric
at Egypt's Al-Azhar University of Egypt Sheikh Ali Jum'ah argued. That a sleeping person is not subjected to god's khitab (rule), like a child and a madman. These three people are not considered guilty when they make a mistake until they wake up (for a sleeping person), and then become an adult (for
children), and healthy again (for the crazy). BREAKING NEWS One of the signs of puberty is the adulthood of a Muslim is characterized by the event of wet dreams. In scientific language, wet dreams are known as nightly emissions. In a natural event called puberty harbinger for a Muslim, there is a
dreaming mechanism related to the unknown opposite sex, then secreting sperm or fluids such as sperm. Sendiiri's wet dream occupies an important discussion in the teachings of Islam, although discussion of this matter is more often lost, not receiving serious attention from parents, teachers or other
educators. In fact, as proof of the importance of this matter, the Messenger of Allaah 'Alaihi wa Sallam once mentioned this wet dream in the Hadiths Saheeh. God's pen rises from three things; from a man who sleeps to wake up, from a madman to a cured man, from a child to a wet dream (yahtalima,
ihtilam). This hadeeth is narrated by seven main companions, Ummul Mukminin 'Aisha binti Abu Bakr ash-Shiddiq, Abu Qatadah, 'Ali bin Abu Talib, 'Umar bin Khaththab, 'Abdullah bin 'Abbas, Sidad bin Aus, and Tsauban.In this hadeeth, wet dreams are mentioned by the Messenger of Allaah 'Alaihi wa
Sallam as a sign that a person has puberty and is subject to obligations (taklif) as a Muslim who mukallaf. Both a Muslim and a Muslim who has reached puberty have certainly charged the obligation as a complete Muslim, where they are required to perform mandatory prayers 5 times and, of course,
fasting ramadan. Fasting Ramadan itself is a mandatory cult to be carried out by all Muslims in the world which is a privilege of Ramadan. This cult begins with eating sahur before dawn and then retain hunger and thirst until the Maghreb adhan arrives as a valid fasting condition of we should be
monitoring what can cause fasting to not be accepted or cancelled. So the question arises whether the Wet Dreams Act after dawn in Ramadan as the law of having sex in the month of Ramadan? The Wet Dreams Act after dawn at RamadanIslam is a perfect religion, the discussion about wet dreams has
not escaped his study. Of course, as a religion that betsumber of Allah SWT and disseminated by the Prophet Muhammad SAW. Islam is always based on hukim both the Quran and Hadith. As for the case of the Wet Dreams Act after dawn in Ramadan, there are certainly two laws that can be examined,
i.a. based on the hadith shahih and some opinions of scholars. Here is the description.1. HadithHadist is one of the basics that can be used as a law. Because most of the hadith comes from colleagues and the Messenger of Lyser which is certainly something perbah baginda do. So, of course, it can be
used as a legal basis and guidance so that people don't miss out. The hadith saheeh is a valid hadith and proven to be true. As for the legal case of Wet Dreams After Dawn in Ramadan. There is a hadith of 'Aisha and Um Salamah radhiyallahu 'anhuma, they say, ا ا ﺗﺮر ر ﺳﺮﺳﺮوﻟﻠﻞ اﻟﻠﺮﺗﺖ – اﻟﻠﺖ ﻋﻠﻴﺔ
وﺳﻠﻢ – ك貽販ฐ The Prophet (peace and blessings of Allaah be upon him) once he has encountered dawn (shubuh time) in a junub state to have sex with his wife, then heallahu 'alaihi wa sallam bathe and keep it fast. In addition, the beloved wife of the Prophet shallallahu 'alaihi wa sallam, 'Aisha
radhiyallahu 'anha said販ฐ ⼭ﻓﺮر رررﻣﻦ اﻧﻦ و販ฐ The Messenger of Allaah (peace and blessings of Allaah be upon him) had gathered at dawn in Ramadi in a state of junub not because of wet dreams, then he 'alaihi wa sallam bathe and follow fasting. Based on the previous hadith, explaining in general
that the Wet Dreams Act after dawn in Ramadan remains valid and can carry out fasting as it should be. However, you still have to do mandatory bathing in mandatory bathroom procedures as did the prophet Muhammad SAW. In addition, hadith also confirms that the dumping of sperm at the time after
the early hours of the month of Ramadan is not included in what the fast.2 cancels. Reviews of The UlamaImam Abu Zakariyya An-Nawawi In Majmu' Syarah Al-Muhadzdzab [6/227] cet. Daar 'Alamil Kutub said of this, If an ihtilam person (wet sleep, seminal exit) then do not break his fast based on ijma'
scholars. That's because someone is overwhelmed by something they can't afford to choose from, like someone who has a fly flying in their mouth without the ability to resist. This is the basis of the evidence in this matter. fatwa Shaykh Muhammad bin Shalih Al-Utsaimin rahimahullah to Syarhul Mumti'
[3/60-61] cet. Darul Atsar follows: Ihtilam does not break the fast. Even before bed, he thought about something, and then in the middle of his sleep at night, because a sleepy man has no will. Pen has actually been lifted from it. Shaykh 'Abdul 'Aziz bin 'Abdillah bin Baz rahimahullah, Wet dreams do not
break fasting because wet dreams are carried out not in choosing the person fasting. It has a mandatory bathroom (junub bath) if you see that the wet is semen. If you dream wet after shubuh prayer and finish the bath junub until dhuhr time, then that's not why. Based on the opinion of some previous
scholars, it shows that the Wet Dreams Act after dawn in Ramadan is still considered valid and can continue fasting as the practice of fasting ramadan. Wet dreams at dawn are not a sinful thing either and can interfere with fasting. However, of course, it is advisable to rush to take a bath immediately as is
shampoo law during Ramadan to return to a clean and cool state so you can run fasting more focused. Therefore, of course, things that have been feared by many parties have been clearly answered. So the bottom line is that the Wet Dreams Act after dawn in Ramadan if viewed from hadith and the
opinion of scholars both agreed that it does not cancel fasting. A person who happens to experience this can continue their fast until the moment of breaking the fast. However, if they follow the teachings of the Prophet (pbuh), then to them disaranakna to immediately bathe Junub in order to be able to
perform the dawn prayer. That is, the Wet Dreams Act after dawn in Ramadan and its evidence. We hope this article can be helpful and respond to the confusion that has been in the Muslim community and muslimat.fbWhatsappTwitterLinkedIn One that cancels fasting is the discharge of semen due to
sexual intercourse or due to mastrubasis. But what if semen is accidentally removed due to wet dreams during fasting? Will it break the fast? As we know, wet dreams happen when a person dreams of something it is erotic or voluptuous, causing semen to come out on its own while it sleeps. Related
article: Beautiful tips during fasting in Ramadan wet dreams during Fasting Ramadan In this case, quoted from Nu online, Sheikh Ali Jum'ah, a great cleric at Al-Azhar University in Egypt's Al-Azhar University explained that wet daydreams in Ramadan do not break fasting. Why not break the fast? This is
because the dream is beyond our will, and inadvertently comes out. So, don't break the fast. However, it is mandatory for a person experiencing it to take a bath immediately and be able to continue their fasting until Maghreb. From a hadeeth of the prophet Muhammad, Sheikh Jum'ah argued that a
sleeping person is not exposed to God's khitab (rule), as children and madmen. People who are sleeping are not judged to be sinful until they wake up. This means that there is no qadha (changing the fast) when sleep is not fasting. Related article: 5 Greatness of dates such as breast milk during fasting
Something else with semen that is intentionally removed due to sex or mastrubasis (intentional) during fasting. Clearly this condition cancels fasting and you need to change the fast later in the day. In fact, if a person deliberately massages or punches because the semen comes out, or goes out with the
husband or wife, even if it is not until they have sex, then the fast is not valid. Therefore, for married couples should more carefully choose the right time to do sexual activities *** Read also: What you can and should not do during Ramadan does not feel as if you have entered the month of Ramadan. This
month is a month full of good for Muslims because various practices are rewarded. There are many things that can be done to be rewarded, even sleep can bring rewards. Before fasting, it is important that every man knows the law of wet dreams during fasting. For those who don't know this you can hear
the review below well. The Breaking of Fasting Some things that are done can be done to make a person's fasting cancelled, such as eating and drinking during fasting. In addition, for men who leave semen can also do the quick canceled. Semen can leave due to having sex or masturbating. Sexual
intercourse during the day is strictly prohibited and there are laws governing it, so it must change the other day. In addition to sexual intercourse and masturbation, semen can also come out at a time when men are experiencing nightly broadcasts. Night broadcasts are conditions when men dream of erotic
or voluptuous things, resulting in semen discharge during sleep. What is the law that about men experiencing nightly broadcasts during fasting? The Wet Dreams Act during Ramadan Fasting A great cleric at Egypt's Al Azhar University explains that nighttime broadcasts experienced by men during the
day do not break fasting. This is because dreams cannot be controlled and happen accidentally. What happens if during the day you experienced this? It is mandatory for men to take a bath immediately after experiencing night broadcasts and continue fasting until the fasting break. In a hadith of the
Prophet, Syeh Jumah argued that people who are sleeping are bound by God's rules. The same goes for a child or a lunatic. A sleeping person is considered innocent until they wake up from their sleep. Thus, the nightly broadcasts he experienced did not cause the fasting that was going on to be
cancelled. What can cause fasting to break is the act that can intentionally secrete semen. Some examples are having sex with a partner or masturbating during fasting, so you have to cancel it another day. Nighttime broadcasts or wet dreams during fasting are different from massage so that disloading
semen or dating a partner, even if not having sex can break fasting. Fasting is an obligation for capable Muslims. Muslims who meet the requirements of fasting must carry it out in earnest from dawn until sunset. Therefore, it is important that all Muslims know about things that can break fasting in order to
execute properly. how to avoid actions that may intentionally secrete semen by a man. Does parenting make you dizzy? Let's ask directly and get the answers from fellow parents and also experts on theAsianparent app! Available on iOS and Android. Android.
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